START-UP SHEET
WINNER!
YOU ARE THE LUCKY WINNER OF
THE GOLD POWER CARD! See below for details

- USE BRAND NEW ALKALINE BATTERIES
- INSERT 4 AA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN ROBOT.
- INSERT 3AAA ALKALINE BATTERIES IN REMOTE.

TURN ROBOT ON! BUT DON'T TOUCH REMOTE!

SWIPE GOLD POWER CARD AS SHOWN!

TOP VIEW OF ROBOT

DO NOT wrinkle or bend card

START

SWIPE GOLD POWER CARD AGAIN,
UNTIL SWIPE IS CORRECT

- LISTEN FOR ROBOT'S RESPONSE:
  - BAD SWIPE: Robot will say:
    - "RE-SWIPE!"
or
    - SAY NOTHING

SWIPE STRIPES (BAR CODE) INTO ROBOT!
SWIPE FROM RIGHT TO LEFT IN A STRAIGHT, SMOOTH LINE!

THE GOLD POWER CARD POWERS YOUR ROBOT WITH GOLD LEVEL POWER!
TAKE CARE OF THIS VALUABLE CARD, AND DON'T FORGET TO COLLECT ALL OF THE POWER CARDS FOR EVEN MORE POWER (POWER CARDS SOLD SEPARATELY).

WHEN THE CARD IS SWIPE CORRECTLY, THE ROBOT'S LIGHTS WILL GO ON!
ROBOT IS NOW READY FOR GOLD LEVEL BATTLE AND WILL RESPOND TO REMOTE!
IF ROBOT WILL NOT RECOGNIZE CARD, TURN ROBOT OFF.
NOW TURN ROBOT BACK ON AND START OVER!

QUESTIONS: CALL CUSTOMER SERVICE TOLL FREE AT 1-800-771-1810 M-F 9AM-5PM CST.

NOW GRAB REMOTE!

BATTLE ACTION:
- SET ROBOT AND REMOTE TO CHANNEL A.
- KEEP REMOTE POINTED AT TOP OF ROBOT.
- WAKE UP REMOTE BY PUSHING PUNCH BUTTON TWICE. ROBOT SHOULD NOW PUNCH. IF ROBOT DOES NOT PUNCH, TURN ROBOT OFF AND ON AND START AGAIN.
- PRESSING PUNCH, LASER AND DIRECTION CONTROLS.
- TO RESTART ROBOT AFTER A BATTLE, TURN ROBOT OFF AND ON AGAIN AND RESWEEP CARDS.

TROUBLESHOOTING:
- ROBOTS ARE HIGH ENERGY TOYS, IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO REPLACE BATTERIES AFTER ONE HOUR OF CONTINUOUS PLAY.
- IF ROBOT DOES NOT RECOGNIZE CARD, TURN ROBOT OFF, THEN ON, OR PRESS RESET ON ROBOT AND REMOTE. START OVER.
- FOR BEST RESULTS, OPERATE REMOTE WITHIN 10 FEET OF ROBOT AT ALL TIMES.
- WHEN USING THE GOLD POWER CARD YOU DO NOT NEED UPGRADE, SPEED, PUNCH OR LASER CARDS.
- DO NOT TIP ROBOT OR MOVE TERMINATE SWITCH!
- QUESTIONS: CUSTOMER SERVICE TOLL FREE AT 1-800-771-1810 M-F 9AM-5PM CST, OR E-MAIL THEM: CUSTOMERERVICE@TRENDMASTERS.COM OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.RUMBLEBONECOM.
- READ YOUR RUMBLE ROBOT INSTRUCTION BOOKLET FOR FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
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